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The intensive growth of production oil and gas in Western Kazakhstan increases ecological vulnerability of an
environment and a fauna because of the pressure of negative consequences arising with production, refining and trans-
portation of the oil raw material, and also because of pernicious influence of accompanying products and wastes of oil
refining manufacture being chemically dangerous and toxic, requiring special conditions of the handling, warehousing
and storage for provision of ecological safety.

A problem of the reclamation, safe warehousing, storage and long-term disposal (burial) of such accompanying
products and wastes, as for example, sulfur and its compounds till now is not solved. For example, the mass of the ac-
cumulated mountains of crystal sulfur makes on cautious calculations from 2 up to 3 million tonnes also creates real
danger of the propagation and harmful influence on the environment.

The neutralization of sulfur and its compounds means removal them from the active handling with an environ-
ment, i.e. creation of such conditions in which sulfur products for a long time cannot cause harm atmosphere, under-
ground medium and waters, vegetative and animal world. For it is offered to use underground cavities in a salt dome
raising Large Azgir and the funnel-shaped hollow in persalt rockes formed as a result of underground nuclear explo-
sions, carried out in 1978-1979 years near village Azgir Atyrau province. The sulfur products is possible to place on a
long safe storage in funnel-shaped hollow (platform A9) volume 1,5 million cubic meters, by keeping, if necessary, an
possibility of their extraction for needs of the future generations or to remove in underground nuclear cavities in stone
salt (platforms A8 and All) total volume 330000 cubic meters, from which it is not provided in the future to take out the
sulfur products.

At this the sulfur is removed from an environment on a storage or burial in the inactive form, i.e. the sulfur prod-
ucts is necessary previously to process and to transform into chemically neutral compounds or the sulfur is prepared as
granule, covered by an inert, strengthal and steady shell, for prevention of formation of such harmful compounds, as
oxides, chlorides, hydrogen sulphide, sulfuric acid etc. [I]. These neutral compounds and granules should be capable to
endure extreme - agressive physical and chemical conditions and other adverse factors in underground cavities, such as
raised temperature, humidity and pressure of gas atmosphere, radio-activity of the alpha-, beta- and gamma-nuclides,
products of fission and remains of the non-burned nuclear fuel.

The researches of interaction of sulfur with stone salt and constructional materials, ignitability and detonation
properties, toxiciry, of exude gases and specifity their attack on biological objects, formation of dangerous chemical
compounds with the definite substances, influence of intensive radiating emission in cavities on properties of sulfur and
also diffuse, migration and transfer of sulfur and sulfur products in stratum of stone salt, the gypsum similar rocks, brine
lenses etc. are necessary.

The burial of sulfur in underground cavities will give, except direct effect of its removal from ecosphere, real
possibility to stabilize cavities and to prevent them convergence and output radionuclides on a day time surface [2], as it
happened with similar in Astrakhan area.
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